
Nelnet’s Add a Benefits Dependent Custom
We decided to work with a Service Consultant to build a custom page and workflow for our Add a Benefits Dependent
process. We were looking for a simplified entry screen where employees could enter all the dependent information on
one screen.  We also wanted to make the information required, so they couldn’t submit the dependent with missing
information. Our custom page is accessed through a Self Service link:

The link opens a dialog screen that allows the employee to enter dependent information:
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We have granted Workflow access to this dialog to trigger a workflow that does some data validation, communicates
whether the submission has been approved or denied to the employee, updates the employee’s Contact information
(when approved), then runs Benefits Processing for the employee.

Our final workflow follows this process:

The workflow utilizes stored procedures that already exist in Vista HRMS to validate the SSN and DOB information.  It
also runs Benefits Processing to update plan eligibility as soon as the Contacts are updated.

The workflow processes the dependent/beneficiary submission without intervention from a benefits administrator.  This
allows the employee to access an updated Current Enrollment Wizard as soon as possible without relying on an
administrator to approve their workflow before the appropriate plans are available in their wizard.

Employees can only add Contacts through this process.  They will need to work with our benefits administrators to
modify existing or previously submitted Contacts due to the complexity of the change if the Contact is already enrolled
in a plan.
We also chose to route duplicate SSN’s through the benefits administrators so the existing person record could be
searched and added rather than creating a new person record.

Start: The employee completes the dependent
add page and hits “Submit for Approval”

Validation Step that makes sure SSN
is valid and is not already in the

system

Execution Step calls a stored procedure that:

- Adds the information provided by the
employee to Contacts

- Adds the employee’s address and phone
number to the dependent

- Sets the is_dependent,
is_benefits_visible, and is_active flags to
yes

- Adds a comment to the Contact that
says “Employee Entered Via Employee
Self Service”

- Runs Benefits Processing

Send confirmation email to
associate that new contact record is

approved

Email informs employee the update
failed and directs them to resubmit if

invalid or contact their benefits admin if
a duplicate of SSN in system

Done

Done

Validation Step that makes sure
DOB is not in the future

Email informs employee the update failed
and directs them to resubmit with the

correct DOB
Done


